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parrot oranges lantern tower laughter

Interesting and odd. I get several little colored pieces that are being dropped into a container, the 
pieces are sweet like candy. There is something awkward and odd about them being dropped. Most 
of the candies are red in color. The shape of the candies is roundish but not square and not oblong. 

I see something was being scratched with a rake or claws, scraped from up to down rather slowly. 
There are many small separated pieces, in the candies and in the rake claws, many smaller things 
that are same to each other and have empty spaces in between them, so there is that kind of 
repeated pattern. 

There are several thin blue stripes or paths that go vertically up to down with space in between 
them. Something was scratched and scraped with a paw with claws. 

There is a lot of empty space at this target, a lot of empty air on the target site. It is rather dark 
there. The things of interest are not on the ground, they are at a bit of elevation but not high up in 
the air. Several little red pieces of candy. Feels vicious. It is dark here, it feels evil here. Vicious. 

Choose an element and probe it: I choose the red pieces. They feel warm. They are floating in thin 
air. There is a brown wooden cupboard in the background. You can hardly see it because it is in the 
dark background but near. Go to cupboard: It fell down when I touched it. Stay at it, pursue it: I see 
the glowing red pieces in the air behind my back. Look at red pieces from cupboard: The red pieces 
are being scratched by a paw with claws. 

Do a proper job: It is dark here, all black. I sit there. There is movement above me. Several vertical 
short pieces with empty gaps in between them. THEY ARE FINGERS! The vertical pieces continue 
into a hand and are fingers that connect to a beige hand! Someone is evil here, there are evil vicious 
eyes. The outer ends of fingers have got claws on them. Red pieces, they go down into a vessel into 
a container. They are being dropped down. 

Blue suede near the floor. The blue suede element leans upward a little bit on its right side and the 
left side of it lies flat against the floor. Probe it: It goes upward a bit, or it wants to go up but it does 
not reach so high up. There is someone vicious behind my back, it has evil eyes and is ready to 
scratch someone with its claws. Go to the one with claws and investigate: It has evil eyes. I find the 



cupboard again. 

Probe cupboard: The cupboard dangles and it falls over when I touch against it, I wasn't even 
pushing. Someone is really very evil here and has evil eyes and has their two clawed hands clutched 
and ready to strike. 

10:58 PM End RV. Haha, it was the parrot. The clawed fingers are surely there. But evil eyes? Who 
knows what emotions it is feeling and expressing. I give this session an A+ if I can, but I don't give A+ 
only up to A. The blue leaning suede is so clearly one of the feathers. This session went well. The 
little red pieces in the air look like the large unfocused pixels in the background. The wooden 
cupboard could be the wooden branch it is sitting on who knows? But wow the clasping clawed 
fingers on the branch is precisely what I had. Wonderful session went well. It is however not dark on 
the target picture, perhaps a bit dark on the underside in the background but could not really be 
called dark. 

This time I knew that I had a target image source page that has many images displayed on it, I made 
sure to never see any other images in the internet search and to also not look at the image web 
source but to only copy its web address because I want to see no other pictures in case of 
displacement. 

Image web source https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/blue-and-orange-feathers.html
Image link https://c8.alamy.com/comp/GKE1DP/a-colourful-mexican-parrot-with-blue-and-orange-
feathers-stares-a-GKE1DP.jpg

11:04 PM End session and notes. 


